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Monsters in the yard. Monsters in the house. Monsters in the hall, beating on your door. Your brother's trapped in his treehouse,
so he’s not gonna be much help. You're g 5d3b920ae0
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I can't tell anything new about this game but yes, good game 10/10 would hiveswap again.. I finally got around to playing this,
and I loved it. I'm disappointed that I didn't get around to it sooner. I love the art!!! The characters were so charming. I'm
looking forward to see where act 2 will lead them. Hussie.. great for homestuck fans the story is fantastic and to be fair you
don't really need to know much about homestuck to get into it since the character are all original they do however have ties to
the main cast likely ancestoral so it's not a big deal anyways this game does have some down sides and the only one that honestly
stands out to me is how patronizing it is that's fine for the point and click parts but when you get into a strife it never turns into a
battle or anything it's just more point and click u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665t that you have to figure out and then
theres points where the game feels like it should be a diffrent genre but it just continues to be a point and click which honestly
feels a little against what a homestuck game should be in the first place but at least you don't have to manage sylabys bs that
characters in the web comic do instead your sylabys is a loading dock and you can see everything and acsess everything. I finally
got around to playing this, and I loved it. I'm disappointed that I didn't get around to it sooner. I love the art!!! The characters
were so charming. I'm looking forward to see where act 2 will lead them. Hussie.. Where act 2???. I finally got around to
playing this, and I loved it. I'm disappointed that I didn't get around to it sooner. I love the art!!! The characters were so
charming. I'm looking forward to see where act 2 will lead them. Hussie.. Where act 2???. I can't tell anything new about this
game but yes, good game 10/10 would hiveswap again.
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